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Verse 7 
In verse 7, John transiConed to talk to his readers about erroneous teaching that was having a 
negaCve impact on churches in the region.  He said, “Many deceivers have gone out into the 
world; they do not confess the coming of Jesus Christ in the flesh.  This is the deceiver and the 
anCchrist.”  In the original language of the text, verse 7 began with a conjuncCon that could have 
been translated as “because.”   John’s intent was to link his new discussion on false teaching with 1

his previous discussion on ChrisCan love (2 John 6).  In order to love God and others correctly, 
and thus fulfill the Great Commandment (Ma*hew 22:37-40), one must be diligent in regard to 
ChrisCan doctrine.  What one believes about God and Jesus is important.  Right beliefs about 
God will build one up in a right relaConship with God.  One has said, “Doctrine — truth — is the 
basis for pracCcal living.  What we believe precedes what we do.”  2

 John warned his readers regarding the raging storm of false teaching by making menCon 
of “deceivers.”  He used similar language in 1 John 1:8 to speak of the way in which the GnosCc 
hereCcs deceived themselves through their own decepCve doctrines.  The original language of 
the text used a word that commonly referred to a vagabond or tramp in the first century.  It 
depicted a corrupt and treacherous person.   In the context of ma*ers related to religion and 3

spirituality, it referred to one who misled others into accepCng wrong opinions and embracing 
wrong acCons.   John also used the word in 1 John 2:26 and 27 to speak of the false teachers in 4

Asia Minor.   In our current text, he used it again to give a stern warning concerning the presence 5

of false teaching. 
 He depicted the hereCcs of Asia Minor has having “gone out into the world.”  The word 
rendered “world” was a key word in John’s wriCngs.  He used it famously in 1 John 2:16 to speak 
of the three-fold value system Satan uses to distract people from the Lord.  In the context of our 
current passage, it seems John alluded to some sort of great disturbance that had taken place 
within the first century church.  It seems a great number of false teachers had made a grand exit 
from the local gatherings of believers.   It is not insignificant that the language of our text is 6

similar to that found in 1 John 2:19, a passage that also spoke of the way in which some had leb 
the church.  Perhaps John’s first le*er had emboldened the genuine believers to stand up to the 
hereCcs.  Realizing they did not have a plaeorm for propagaCng their perverted precepts, many of 
the false teachers had leb the church and commi*ed themselves to pursuing the ways of the 
world. 
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 Despite their departure, John sCll wanted the church to be on guard.  Real believers 
needed to be discerning concerning those who did “not confess the coming of Jesus Christ in the 
flesh.”  The apostle’s intent was to counteract a specific doctrine of the hereCcs in Asia Minor that 
denied the incarnaCon of Jesus.  The focus was not on Jesus’ second coming.  It was on his first.  
In John’s first le*er, he dealt with the same issue in 1 John 4:2-3.  He revisited the subject in our 
current text in order to encourage his readers to conCnue to be on guard. 
 The GnosCcs acCvely taught that Jesus did not really appear in the flesh at His first 
coming.  They denied the incarnaCon, claiming Jesus did not inhabit a real physical body.   John 7

consistently comba*ed such error.  The first words of his first epistle served the purpose of 
reminding his readers that Jesus had real flesh, flesh that people could see and touch (1 John 1:1).  
Doctrine concerning Jesus’ flesh was integral to the ChrisCan faith.  If it was not for the 
IncarnaCon, humanity would have no hope of salvaCon from sin and death.  The author of 
Hebrews explained the necessity of Jesus living in a human body on our behalf in Hebrews 
10:5-10.  In Colossians 2:9, Paul upheld the importance of the incarnaCon by saying, “For the 
enCre fullness of God’s nature dwells bodily in Christ.” 
 InteresCngly, John’s language in 2 John 7 used a middle voice parCciple in the present 
tense to speak of "the coming of Jesus Christ in the flesh.”   The intent was to speak of the 8

incarnaCon as having abiding effects.   For John’s readers, the doctrine was not one of secondary 9

or terCary concern.  It had real, life-altering implicaCons on ChrisCan belief and pracCce.  It is for 
this reason that the authors of the New Testament oben upheld the doctrine as being of chief 
importance (Philippians 2:6-8; 1 Timothy 2:5-6; Hebrews 13:10-14). 
 For John, anyone who disagreed or diverted from his apostolic teaching was a “deceiver 
and the anCchrist.”  The word “deceiver” was used at the beginning of the verse.  It’s double 
appearance in our text gave emphasis to the danger of false teaching.  The Ctle “anCchrist” 
literally meant “against Christ.” The apostle used the label in his first le*er in 1 John 2:18.  It is 
important to take note of the lowercase le*er at the beginning of the moniker. John did not mean 
to make reference to the official AnCchrist, a figure who will seem to dominate the scene of 
human history at the end of Cme (RevelaCon 13:11-18).  Instead, his focus was on individuals 
who were pracCcally “against Christ” through their propagaCon of gospel-less doctrine that 
minimized the person and work of Christ.  Believers of all generaCons should be on guard against 
any spiritual or even “ChrisCan” teaching that doesn’t place adequate weight on the life and 
sacrifice of Jesus.  One has rightly commented, “What one believes about Jesus will impact other 
areas of his theology.  Indeed it will shape his enCre worldview.”  10

Verse 8 
In verse 8, John lengthened his appeal regarding false teaching by saying, “Watch yourselves so 
that you don’t lose what we have worked for, but that you may receive a full reward” (2 John 8).  
In the original language of the text, the first verb employed a reflexive pronoun.  John’s intent 
was to encourage his readers to perform an acCon on themselves.  They had a personal 
responsibility to look out for their own spiritual well being.  Jesus used a similar grammaCcal 
construcCon in Mark 13:9 to warn against false teaching.   Throughout the New Testament, we 11
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see the same language from our text used to warn believers of the need to be on guard against 
erroneous ChrisCan teaching (Ma*hew 24:4; Colossians 2:8; Hebrews 2:1, 3:12).  In our current 
text, the language uClized a present acCve imperaCve verb, calling for a constant watchfulness on 
behalf of truth.  12

 To encourage watchfulness, John reminded his readers that they had something to “lose.”  
Some mistakingly believe that the apostle’s warning was in reference to salvaCon.  The New 
Testament is clear that salvaCon is an irreversible process (John 6:37; Ephesians 1:13-14; Romans 
8:30).  The use of the words “worked for” in our text are instrucCve.  They were used by Paul in 
Romans 4:4-5 to tell us that salvaCon cannot be earned by good works.  The language of our 
verse also appears in other parts of the New Testament to speak of the good works associated 
with ChrisCan sancCficaCon and service (Mark 14:6; John 9:4; GalaCans 6:10; Colossians 3:23; 3 
John 5).  John’s words were meant to convey the idea that erroneous beliefs about Jesus would 
result in inferior advances in ChrisCan sancCficaCon and service.  As a result, such bad beliefs 
would inadvertently cause a ChrisCan to forsake future rewards for faithful ChrisCan living. 
 There is a lot we do not know about the hereaber and the final judgment.  This side of 
eternity, we cannot know all there is to know about the Lord’s system of rewards for believers.  
However, we do know that there are eternal rewards that await God’s children.  Jesus’ teaching in 
Ma*hew 12:36-37 and 25:14-30 reveal such to be true.  Paul’s teaching in 1 Corinthians 3:13-15 
and 2 Corinthians 5:10 did as well. 
 John’s language in our current text employed a term translated “worked for” that was 
used in the ancient world to speak of the daily wages of a workman.   The apostle used the word 13

as a metaphor for the rewards for ChrisCan service that will be distributed at the end of Cme.  
Paul used it similarly in 1 Corinthians 3:8, saying, “Now he who plants and he who waters are 
one, and each will receive his own reward according to his own labor.”  He also used it again 
when he said, “…each one’s work will become obvious. For the day will disclose it, because it will 
be revealed by fire; the fire will test the quality of each one’s work.  If anyone’s work that he has 
built survives, he will receive a reward” (1 Corinthians 3:13-14).  When manmade philosophies 
beckon believers to divert from the simplicity of Christ, they should call to mind the promise of 
future rewards.  Corrupt beliefs will lead to compromise in ChrisCan sancCficaCon and service.  In 
the end, such compromise will cut one off from eternal reward. 

Verse 9 
Verse 9 provided a gauntlet to separate the real ChrisCans from the false professors.  John said, 
“Anyone who does not remain in Christ’s teaching but goes beyond it does not have God. The 
one who remains in that teaching, this one has both the Father and the Son” (2 John 9).  The word 
“remain” was a famous one in John’s wriCngs.  It was used in John 15:4-5 to speak of a 
fundamental experience of the ChrisCan life.  It depicted an abiding and personal connecCon to 
Jesus.  In our current verse, John’s use of the word indicated that an adherence to the “teaching” 
of Christ was and is an integral part of remaining in Jesus.  For the apostle, a robust spiritual life 
involved both the subjecCve aspect of remaining as well as the objecCve aspect of teaching.  
Those who sacrificed doctrine on the altar of experience did not have a sound relaConship with 
Jesus. 
 John was concerned about those who went “beyond” the teaching of Christ.  The verb 
translated “goes beyond” in verse 9 is one that meant “to run ahead.”  It spoke of one who was 
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too progressive, of “anyone who runs ahead.”   It meant “to go too far.”   Ironically, the term was 14 15

a cherished technical term of the GnosCc hereCcs.  They liked to use it to boast of the supposed 
cuong-edge nature of their belief system.  John undoubtedly used the word intenConally to 
expose the error of the hereCcs.  Some believe there is a tone of sarcasm in the text.   One has 16

said John’s words were “a sharp dart” aimed at his opponents.   Though the GnosCcs boasted of 17

being advanced in spiritual ma*ers, they had actually crossed the line.  Their system of belief was 
false and erroneous. 
 It is worth noCng that a certain type of progression is profitable in the ChrisCan life.  The 
New Testament actually mandates that we move beyond the rudimentary principles of the gospel 
(Hebrews 6:1).  The church actually exists to build up the body of Christ to a more advanced 
standing in the faith (Ephesians 4:11-13).  ChrisCans are called to “grow in the grace and 
knowledge of our Lord and Savior Jesus Christ” (2 Peter 3:18).  Growth and progression in faith 
are good things, but they become bad when they have the wrong focus.  ChrisCans should seek 
to grow in relaCon to things that may be new to them, but they should never aim to grow in 
relaCon to things that are new to Scripture.  Such was the problem in Asia Minor.  The hereCcs 
were not encouraging people to grow “in” Christ; they were encouraging people to grow 
“beyond” Christ.  Believers of all generaCons should be careful that their growth is in the faith.  
Many have become shipwrecked because of the ways in which they progressed beyond the 
bounds of Scripture. 
 For John, the ones who progressed beyond the bounds of the orthodox faith were ones 
who did “not have God.”  The apostle’s words may have seemed stout, but they were necessary.  
Those who denied the incarnaCon were not regenerate.  They did not know God and they did not 
know what they were talking about.   The apostle wanted his readers to be strong and healthy, so 
he made unequivocal statements about Jesus and God’s truth.  He followed in the footsteps of 
Jesus, one who similarly made strong truth claims about His nature and the nature of God’s 
gospel truth (John 8:58-59, 14:6). 
 Pay careful a*enCon to the last few words of verse 9.  NoCce how John said “this one has 
both the Father and the Son.”  As he did in 1 John 4:2-3, 10, 14-15, John was strategic in linking 
Jesus and the Heavenly Father together.  His words elevated the divine nature of Jesus.  Contrary 
to the twisted teachings of the GnosCcs, Jesus was not a mere phantom who emanated from a 
mysCcal angelic realm to share enlightened teaching with humankind.  He was the Son of God, an 
equal with God, and a part of the eternal Triune Godhead.  GnosCc teaching that diminished the 
person of Jesus was false. 
 NoCce also how John spoke of the way in which true believers have a personal 
relaConship with both God and Jesus.  His use of the word “has” was significant.  It depicted on 
ongoing and conCnual possession.  The language of the text evoked beauCful imagery.  Those 
who persisted in the plain and simple truth of Jesus had the joy of experiencing an abiding and 
ever-present relaConship with the God of the Universe and His Son, Jesus Christ.  Though the 
GnosCcs tried to make the real believers think they needed something more, the real believers 
indeed had all they needed.  They had God Himself in their hearts! 

Verse 10 
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In verse 10, John gave a strong warning for his readers.  He said, “If anyone comes to you and 
does not bring this teaching, do not receive him into your home, and do not greet him” (2 John 
10).  The word translated “bring” was one that was used for traveling baggage or luggage in the 
first century.   It seems the apostle intended to make a startling reference to the potenCal of 18

traveling preachers and teachers who might have brought a new, unchrisCan form of teaching 
into the church.  In the first century, there was a cultural custom in which religious adherents 
provided accommodaCons for traveling preachers and teachers.  Evidence of such a pracCce is 
found in Acts 18:27.   Though many of the hereCcs had leb the churches of Asia Minor at the 19

Cme of John’s wriCng (1 John 2:19; 2 John 7), there was always the possibility that more would 
come.  John wanted his readers to be on guard. 
 The word rendered “this” that was affixed to the word “teaching” was significant.  John 
used it to point to a specific form of teaching.  His intent was to expose the localized problem in 
Asia Minor.  There were a plethora of false preachers peddling the GnosCc doctrine that denied 
the humanity of Jesus.  Local congregaCons needed to be vigilant to reject any traveling teacher 
who denied the witness the apostles had given concerning the “flesh” of Jesus (2 John 7) and the 
truth of “Christ’s teaching” (2 John 9). 
 The remedy for traveling hereCcs was simple in John’s mind.  He told his readers to “not 
receive” such people into their homes.  It is important to note that early churches most commonly 
met in homes.   The word translated “receive” in verse 9 is one that meant “to show 20

hospitality.”   John’s intent was not to prohibit simple conversaCon with unbelievers, nor did he 21

forbid prolonged interacCons with those who weren’t saved.  His warning was against allowing 
false teachers to have fellowship and places of prominence in local churches. 
 In the original language of the text, John used a present imperaCve verb.  The verbiage 
prohibited an acCon in progress.   Though the majority of the false teachers had departed the 22

churches of Asia Minor (1 John 2:19; 2 John 9), it seems that some churches were sCll providing a 
plaeorm to traveling teachers who didn’t adhere to the orthodox faith. 
 John’s words bring to mind two applicaCons for model believers.  First, the church should 
always stand on guard against allowing space for teachers and leaders who deviate from the 
simplicity of Christ and Scripture.  Some would maintain that such cauCon is unloving.  The 
opposite is actually true.  It is both dangerous and unloving to allow unorthodox teachers to 
assert themselves in the church, since their doctrines could potenCally lead to the spiritual 
demise of God’s people.  When error is propagated and allowed, innocent bystanders become 
vicCms of Satan’s schemes.  They are cut off from the soul-liberaCng truth of Christ that brings 
freedom and forgiveness. 
 Second, John’s words instruct us regarding what we should exactly be on guard against.  
The apostle’s concern was with flagrant gospel error.  He did not mean to say that believers 
should cut themselves off from others because of minuscule differences in relaCon to secondary 
or terCary ma*ers of the faith, nor did he give license for division and separaCon over cultural, 
social, or poliCcal perspecCves.  Remember, John was dealing with a form of false teaching that 
denied the incarnaCon of Christ.  He was refuCng a false teaching that struck at the foundaCon 
of the gospel message.  The apostle’s words should never be used by modern believers to erect 
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walls of division and to foster a spirit of sectarian antagonism within the church.  Twenty-first 
century ChrisCans should stand on guard against false doctrine in the church, but they should be 
unwilling to break fellowship with other believers over ma*ers that aren’t criCcal to gospel truth.  
One has rightly said John’s instrucCon “…cannot be rightly used as authorizaCon for rejecCng 
everyone who does not agree with us.  On the other hand, neither should we so localize it that 
we condone an easy tolerance.”  23

 Verse 10 closed with the command “do not greet him.”  The language of the text referred 
to a customary friendly salutaCon, the equivalent of our “Hi, how are you?”  One has said John’s 
words could have referred to a greeCng that said something like “I’m glad to see you” or “I wish 
you well."   John seems to have prohibited even a friendly greeCng of visiCng false teachers.  His 24

words may seem harsh to many modern readers.  The spirit of tolerance in the West has rendered 
many believers spiritually weak and undiscerning.  One commentator has provided the following 
helpful applicaCon: 

To some modern minds these instrucCons seem unduly rigid and harsh. A great part of the 
problem, however, lies in the modern inclinaCon to be highly tolerant of religious differences. 
One must frankly face the fact that the New Testament writers did not share this spirit of 
toleraCon. Their commitment to the truth and their consciousness of the dangers of religious 
error called forth many stern denunciaCons of false teachers. Not surprisingly, this modern 
age, having a diminishing sense of the dangers of heresy, has lost its convicCons about the 
truth.  25

Verse 11 
John conCnued his warning about fellowship with false teachers by saying, “for the one who 
greets him shares in his evil works” (2 John 11).  The word “greet” is a translaCon of the same 
Greek word that was used in verse 10.  Ancient greeCngs oben involved an invocaCon of the 
name of God.  Passing travelers or shoppers in a market customarily said seeing akin to your 
modern “God bless you.”   John wanted his reader to avoid using such customary greeCngs with 26

false teachers so that they might not give credence, affirmaCon, or support to hereCcal doctrines. 
 The apostle warned that using such a greeCng with a false teacher might lead one to 
parCcipate in “evil works.”  The word translated “shares” was an important one in the early 
church.  It was oben used to speak of the fellowship of the early gathering of believers (Acts 
2:42).  John wanted his readers to be aware that a customary greeCng of “God bless you” could 
lead to more inCmate fellowship.  In the end, such interacCon could lead to compromise in regard 
to the message and ministry of Christ.  The church needed to be on guard.  John’s warning was in 
alignment with Paul’s instrucCon to the church at Ephesus: “Don’t parCcipate in the fruitless 
works of darkness, but instead expose them” (Ephesians 5:11). 

Verse 12 
John turned toward his conclusion of his le*er by saying, “Though I have many things to write to 
you, I don’t want to use paper and ink. Instead, I hope to come to you and talk face to face so 
that our joy may be complete” (2 John 12).  The apostle realized his le*er was brief.  He wanted 
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to say more, but he needed to conclude.  Indeed, the doctrine and life of Christ leb plenty to be 
said.  The apostle could have never shared all he had to share.  Thus, his conclusion to his second 
le*er was similar to his conclusion of his gospel (John 21:25). 
 Instead of wriCng more, John chose to visit his readers personally.  He said, “I don’t want 
to use paper and ink.”  The word rendered “paper” in the Greek was the word from we get our 
English word for “chart.”  It referred to the leaves of papyrus that were oben fashioned in strips 
and pasted together in order to make ancient wriCng material.   John’s reference to this material, 27

along with his menCon of “ink” gave evidence that he wrote his epistles with his own hands.   28

He wanted his readers to know that he had a loving concern for their spiritual health.  He did not 
entrust his wriCng to a scribe because he felt a compulsion to personally address them. 
 John’s love for his readership was also evidenced by his desire to go to them.  He said, “I 
hope to come to you.”  In wriCng his le*er, John shared the same concern as Paul (2 Corinthians 
10:1-2).  Many in the churches of Asia Minor would undoubtedly accuse him of being a bit harsh.  
He knew that a personal visit would help edify and encourage his readers. 
 Consequently, John desired a “face to face” visit.  The original language fo the text used 
terminology that literally meant “mouth to mouth.”   The expression was an ancient figure of 29

speech that depicted close and inCmate fellowship between two parCes.  For John, a mere le*er 
was not enough to express his love and concern for the churches of Asia Minor.  He wanted to 
see them personally.  He longed for ChrisCan companionship and connecCon.  Meaningful 
fellowship would go a long way in deterring the impact of the GnosCc heresy. 
 All in all, John’s desire to see his readers was Ced to his desire for the experience of 
ChrisCan joy amongst God’s people.  He expressed his intended purpose in visiCng them by 
saying, “so that our joy may be complete.”  The apostle’s words call to mind his words from 1 John 
1:4.  The man lived with a drive and desire for other people to experience the joy that Christ 
produces.  All of the strong words he shared about false teaching were moCvated by a passion to 
liberate people from error that enslaved.   
 The word rendered “complete” in our current verse appeared as a perfect passive 
parCciple.  As a result, it depicted a past acCon that had abiding results.  Furthermore, it 
conveyed a full measure of joy being poured out on a person, or a group of people, by another.   30

John meant to portray the reality that Christ alone can give true joy in life.  When Christ does 
give joy, He gives it in a permanent and life-altering way.  The apostle wanted to make sure his 
readers had the experience of such joy, so he planned to travel to see them personally. 

Verse 13 
John closed his le*er by sending greeCngs.  He said, “The children of your elect sister send you 
greeCngs” (2 John 13).  The term “elect” appeared back in verse 1.  John used it as an adjecCve to 
depict the blessed standing of God’s people.  It placed emphasis on the love of God toward His 
people.  The Lord regards His saints as choice and select when compared to the rest of humanity.    
 The Ctle “sister” referred to the congregaCon from which John wrote.  Since the church is 
the bride of Christ (Ephesians 5:25-27), it is fiong to speak of congregaCons with feminine 
pronouns.  All churches are proverbial ladies who have fellowship with other proverbial ladies (2 
John 1).  It is for this reason that it is fiong to speak of separate congregaCons as being “sister 
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churches.”   John’s le*er was likely circulated amongst several gatherings of believers that 31

enjoyed some sort of fellowship with one another. 
 The designaCon “children” surely referred to the true believers within the church form 
which John wrote.  Since all of God’s people are considered God’s children (1 John 3:1), the term 
was a fiong moniker for John’s fellow believers.  The Ctle is loaded with connotaCons of God’s 
love and the new standing we have in Christ (Ephesians 1:3-6).  In light of the corrupCon and 
decepCon in the church culture around them, John’s readers needed to take a strong stand in 
their posiCon as God’s “children.”
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